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			School of Life Design is an unidentified flying object traveling inter-dimensionally to expand your mind. Its inhabitants are Kelly Cree and Jessica Mullen, whose physical forms currently reside in Cleveland, Ohio.
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	Calm anxiety, access the Now, and manifest miracles with the School of Life Design Magickal Library.

Subscribe now and receive instant, unlimited access to every digital resource available on this site (including Daily Divination, Jessica Mullen Oracle Deck readings, and premium episodes of The Fun Show.

Sign up now for only $15/month!



Subscribe Now













	 











	Flex your mind

Think of the School of Life Design Magickal Library subscription as a gym membership for your mind. Just like you have to keep working out to maintain strength in your muscles, the same is true for your mind. To train your focus and attention requires daily diligence. With practice comes heightened awareness and abilities. 

Just like when you start lifting weights, you can only lift a small amount to begin, but with practice you can lift heavier and heavier. The same is true for the power of your mind. At first you will notice small effects, but with more practice, you will notice the effects become bigger and stronger. 









	Notice it, get more of it

Whatever you pay attention to gets bigger, and endless sources compete for this focus every day. Are you spending your attention on what you want, and what you want more of? Enjoying a little time with the resources in the Magickal Library each day will make the creative power of your attention stronger and stronger.

When you take charge of where you place your powerful focus, you will notice more peace, more fun and more abundance in your life. Only you get to choose what you believe, and with the help of the Magickal Library, you can turn those beliefs into reality.









	Print and share

Not only can you download and print as many files as you want, you can also share them with friends. Our exercises are a perfect activity for book club, birthday parties or a new moon circle with your coven. Print the journals yourself and give them to friends! Choose the exercises you like best and bind them into a Morning Ritual journal made just for you. Wallpaper your office with the pages that inspire you. Unlimited creations await!

We hear from many practitioners that they enjoy sharing our resources with their clients, students or other participants. If you are a practitioner, The Magickal Library subscription is a great way to access all of our materials and use them to enhance your practice.











	Unlimited Downloads

Currently valued at over $360, you save 96% on face value when you purchase all of our digital resources at once. You also continue to save with unlimited access to all forthcoming worksheets, audio lessons, ebooks and meditations. 


Without a Magickal Library subscription, your file purchases are limited to two download attempts, but with a subscription, you can download any file as many times as you like, from any device.
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	Daily Divination

Just like any physical oracle or tarot deck, these "readings" will be indicative of the energy you're projecting into your life. They will always be a perfect match to what you're seeking in the moment you receive them.

Visit this section when you need direction in your life, a new idea to contemplate, an answer to your question, or just a suggestion on "what to do next." The Suggested Exercise draws a random exercise from one of our journals or printables and the Jessica Mullen Oracle Deck draws a guided breath meditation.










	Guided Meditation Videos

SOLD co-creator Jessica Mullen is a renowned guided breath meditation facilitator who offers hundreds of free meditation videos on YouTube. Included with your Magickal Library subscription are all of Jessica's full-length, 15-minute meditation videos, not available anywhere else.

“Your meditations make my day, I listen to them as often as I can. Thank you so much!” YouTube User DAVID LOPEZ

“Your meditations work like NO OTHER. Thank you so, so much.” YouTube User Sylvia Brown

“OMG YOURE EVERYTHING IVE EVER NEEDED THANK YOU!!!!” YouTube User brumpbo tungus

“Your meditations are really life changing....lovethem all... thank you!!!” YouTube User Lovelies aromas
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	Jessica Mullen Oracle Deck

Have you ever wondered which one of Jessica Mullen's (more than 800!) guided breath meditations you should listen to at any given time? Use this magickal oracle deck to take the guesswork out of deciding and get right to breathing in and raising your vibration! Your monthly subscription grants you unlimited access to the online version of the oracle deck, which you can access from any device.













	Premium Fun Show Episodes

Unlock access to all premium Fun Show episodes when you subscribe to the Magickal Library! The Fun Show is an audio podcast that began as a radio show on Lucid Vibe Radio. Hosts Kelly Cree & Jessica Mullen, the creators of School of Life Design, discuss topics related to the SoLD materials and delve deeper into certain concepts with stories from their personal experiences. They also have a lot of fun!
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	Special Offers

Subscribers have the option to sign-up for a subscriber-only email list to get special deals not offered to the general public.













	Go ahead, Ask










	
			
				
					
						
														How do I unsubscribe?													

						
							
															

							
															

						

					

				


			
				
					There are two ways to unsubscribe depending on when you subscribed. See our Cancellation Page for more information.

				

			

		

		






	
			
				
					
						
														Can I get a refund?													

						
							
															

							
															

						

					

				


			
				
					Unfortunately, due to the digital nature of this subscription, we are unable to offer refunds at this time. If you feel you have a special case, email us at hello@schooloflifedesign.com and we will do our best to resolve the issue.
				

			

		

		






	
			
				
					
						
														How long is the billing cycle?													

						
							
															

							
															

						

					

				


			
				
					Your first billing cycle is 30 days. For every billing cycle thereafter, you will be billed on the same date every month. So, if your second payment comes out on the 19th, all forthcoming payments will be deducted on the 19th of any month. 
				

			

		

		







	
			
				
					
						
														What is the sign-up process?													

						
							
															

							
															

						

					

				


			
				
					When you click "Subscribe Now", you go to a checkout page where you create your user account and enter your billing information.


After filling in all the fields, click the "CONFIRM SUBSCRIPTION AND PAY NOW" button to submit your payment. The form may take a moment to process. After your payment is successful, you will receive a confirmation notification that either prompts you to log in or lets you know your existing account has been upgraded. You will also receive a receipt and an e-mail confirming the creation of your account.



If you already have a username on this site

If you created a customer account when checking out through our store, you will need to be logged in to that account before you subscribe to the Magickal Library in order to use that account for your Magickal Library subscription. If you are logged in, the checkout page will automatically fill in your e-mail address and username. If you are not logged in, you will have to use a different email and username from your customer account for your Magickal Library subscription.

				

			

		

		






	
			
				
					
						
														If I unsubscribe, do I still have access?													

						
							
															

							
															

						

					

				


			
				
					Yes! Even if you unsubscribe immediately after you subscribe, you will still have unlimited Magickal Library access for the remainder of the month you paid for. Subscriptions are billed every month on the same date. For example, if you sign up on April 19th, you will be billed again on May 19th.
				

			

		

		






	
			
				
					
						
														Who do I contact with more questions?													

						
							
															

							
															

						

					

				


			
				
					Please reach out to us at hello@schooloflifedesign.com anytime! We would love to hear from you!
				

			

		

		










	 











	Take Your Now Trip.

Unlock the magick of your mind with the SoLD Magickal Library!
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